§ 1. Introduction.
Ever since the time of Cauchy it has been considered of interest to establish the existence of solutions of differential equations whose coefficients are functions of a real variable x, and to do this without requiring these coefficients to be analytic functions of x, but merely continuous functions.
It is a natural extension of this point of view to wish to investigate the nature of singular points of such equations, i. e., of points where the coefficients become discontinuous.! It is my object in the present paper to carry through such an investigation in a special, but at the same time important, case.
We shall confine ourselves to the equation : d2V dy and shall, as has already been said, regard the independent variable x as real, while p and q are functions of x which are not required to be analytic. In fact, since no further complication is thereby introduced, we shall not even require that p and q be real.
A point at which p or q is discontinuous we call a singular point of (1), and we shall restrict ourselves to singular points which, at least on one side, are isolated from all other singular points ; i, e., if a is such a point, it must be possible to find a positive constant e so small that either in the interval a < x < a A-e , or in the interval a~A> x~> a -e there lies no singular point of the differential equation.
In order to simplify matters we will take our singular point at the point x = 0, and will suppose that throughout the interval 0 <; x= b, b being therefore positive, there lies no singular point of (1).
We have, of course, hereby introduced no essential specialization into our problem.
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Finally we will assume that we can write :
where u and v are constants, and where : j\px\dx and j 'x \qx\ dx approach finite limits as the positive quantity e approaches zero. When all these conditions are fulfilled we will speak of the point x = 0 as a regular singular point.
I have already investigated such singular points, to some extent, in a paper presented to the Society in October 1898 and printed in the Bulletin in March 1899.
The method which I then used is not sufficiently general to treat more than part of the problem in hand.
In the following pages I have adopted a more direct method which enables me to treat all cases of the problem in question.
This method also admits of application to linear differential equations of the nth order, as I hope to show on a future occasion.
I hope also soon to present to the Society certain applications of the results contained in the present paper. § 2. The Larger Exponent.
We will now proceed to develop solutions of (1) about the point x = 0 into series valid throughout at least that portion of the interval 0 b which lies sufficiently near to x = 0. For this purpose we use a method of successive approximations.
We write (1) in the form : d2y p. dy v dy dx2 + x dx + A? y = ~ Pl dx ~ W * Starting from the value y = 0, we substitute this value in the second member and get the following equation for computing a first approximation Ya:
(2) ^+^^+^27=0. PiP -1) + P-P + " = ° • This equation we will call the indiciad equation of the point x = 0 and k', k" we will call the exponents of this point. Their difference k' -n" we will denote by k. For the present we exclude the case in which k' = k".
We will suppose that our notation has been so chosen that RK> S Rk", where the symbol R stands for the words " the real part of."
We begin by taking as our first approximation :
Y* = Vi = a**' • Then we compute in succession the quantities Yx, Y2, • • • from the equations :
the constants that come in through the integration of these differential equations being so determined that Ym = xK'fÁx) ) waere lim <Pmix) = °-
1=0
That such a determination of these constants of integration is possible will appear in the course of our work.
The equation (3) is a non-homogeneous linear differential equation for determining Ym . We solve it by the method of variation of constants, i. e., we let :
and determine f^ and f™ so that not only the above expression satisfies (3) but also :
(accents here and in what follows denoting differentiation). This gives for fil) and f^ the values :
where, for the sake of abbreviation, we have denoted the second member of (3) by Pm. The constants involved in these indefinite integrals we determine by writing them as definite integrals with upper limit x and lower limit 0. This must be shown to be allowable by proving that these definite integrals converge.
As we have already said, we shall not consider the whole interval 06 but only a portion 0c of it, which is presently to be chosen so short that certain conditions are satisfied.
We will introduce the positive constant C by the following inequalities :
C> \A\, C> \k"\, C>1.
Further let :
Mix)=£{C\PÁ +x\qi\}dx.
It should be noticed that M(x) = M(c) when 0 = x = c .
We will now establish the convergence of the integrals (4), which may at once be reduced to :
and at the same time prove that Ym satisfies the inequalities :
The inequalities (5) obviously hold when m = 0. Let us then assume that when m = 0 , 1, • • • (mx -1) , the inequalities (5) hold and the integrals (4') converge.
Then, using the ordinary method of mathematical induction, we have merely to prove that when m = mx the integrals (4') converge and formulae (5) hold. Now we have :
,-<7,P .;
therefore : From these inequalities formula? (5), for the case m = mv follow at once when we remember that C > 1 .
By means of (5) we not only verify a statement made above, but deduce another fact not yet stated.
Let :
From (5) we get immediately :
these inequalities holding throughout the interval 0 < x = c. Since J/ (x) approaches zero with x the same will be true of cpm(x) al)d <fm(x) when m > 0.
We will therefore define : ^(0) = y JO) = 0 (to = 1 , 2 , 3, • • •).
The absolute and uniform convergence of the two series :
throughout the interval 0 Si x = c now follows at once from (5), by means of the fundamental Weierstrassian criterion, * provided that :
2CM(c) .
"TT<1,
We will, from now on, suppose that c is so small that this inequality is true. By multiplying the series (6) by xK' and ce*'-1 respectively we get the series :
From the uniform convergence of the series (6) throughout the interval 0 = x = c we cannot infer the uniform convergence of the last written series throughout this interval, since the factors xK' and x*'~l may become infinite at x = 0 . We can however infer at once their uniform convergence throughout the interval «Siceïrc where e is any positive constant less than c. * Weierstrass, Werke, vol. II, p. 202. Since the second of the two series just written is uniformly convergent throughout the interval e = x t= c , and since its terms are the derivatives of the terms of the first, it follows that it represents the derivative of the function represented by the first series at every point of the interval e=cc = c, and therefore at every point of the interval 0 < x = c .
We will write :
We wish to prove that yx satisfies (1) at every point of the interval 0 <; x = c . Consider any point x of this interval and take a positive constant e so small that e < x = c. Throughout this last interval each one of the following four series is obviously uniformly convergent : The series on the right must be uniformly convergent, since it is the sum of four uniformly convergent series.
It therefore represents the function -y'x , and we thus see that yx satisfies (1) at the point x which is any point of the interval 0 <; x = c .
The results we have so far obtained may be summed up (in a slightly different form from that in which we have yet stated them) as follows :
A solution yx of the differential equation (1) The solution yx found in the last section may be written :
where Ex(x) is continuous throughout the interval 0 = x = c, and P,(0) = 1. We will take c so small that Ex(x) does not vanish when 0 = x = c .
A second solution is given by the well known formula :
Çc-fiixy 2 = 2/iJ -y^-dx-
The constants of integration here involved may be explicitly written as follows :
, rx-^e-A?^'* y 2 = %i -Aidx + fyi Ac y i y\ rc""""1{E (g)}'clx + CVx Let us write
{^(X)P=1 + ^)-
It will be noticed that P(x) is continuous throughout the interval 0 = x = c, and that P(0) = 0. We may now write : k k (" y2=-xK"Ex(x) + -c-"xK'Ex(x) + kxK'Ex(x) I x~'~'tF(x)dx + Cyx.
In order now to get as simple a function y2 as possible, we will choose the as yet undetermined constants k and C as follows : k = -k , C = c~".
Then: y2 = xK Ex(x) 11 -kx"Jc x~K~ F(x)dx } .
The second term which stands here in brackets is evidently continuous when 0 < x = c, and approaches 0 with x.* We may therefore write:
where E2(x) is continuous throughout the interval 0 = ccSic, and E2(0) = 1.
In the last section we obtained for the derivative of yx a value which may be written :
where Hx(x) is continuous throughout the interval 0=x=c and Hx(0) = k'. We can get a similar expression for y'2 ; for we may write : y2 = x~Kyx -/tec"' J x~K~xF(x)dx.
Differentiating this and replacing yx and y[ by the values xK'Ex(x) and xK'~lHx(x) respectively we get :
y'2 = -kx*"-1Ex(x) A-xf"-lHx(x) -kx*"-xF(x) -x*''-'(«2c'xK fV"-*^(íc)a*íc).
And this finally may be written :
where H2(x) is continuous throughout the interval 0 =x = c and H2(0) = k".
Summing up the principal results of this section and the last we have the theorem :
If the exponents k' and k" are unequal, the equation (1) always has two solutions yx and y2 which together with their derivatives may be written :
where Ex(x), E2(x), Hx(x), H2(x) are continuous throughout the interval O^x^c, and Ex(0) = E2(0) = 1, PZ,(0) = k', H2(0) = k".
The case in which the coefficients p and q of (1) are real deserves special mention.
Here n and 12 are real, and therefore «' and k," are either real or conjugate imaginary.
In the first case it is clear that all four functions Ex, E2, Hx, H2 are real.
* A proof of this will be found in the Bulletin for October, 1898, p. 25. [January The case in which A and k" are conjugate imaginary is particularly interesting because then Rk' = Rk" and we can therefore get both solutions yx and y3 by the method of successive approximations of §2. It is readily seen that in this case the functions Ex and E2 are conjugate imaginary functions :
Here E and F are continuous and real throughout the interval 0S=ícehc and P(0) = 1, P(0) = 0 .
The two solutions y, and y2 will now be complex. The expressions :
give us however real solutions, which, if we let :
have the values : y3 = »"{cos (ß log x)E(x) -sin (ß log x)F(x)}, y4 = xa{sin (ß \ogx)E(x) + cos (ß log x)F(x)}. § 4. PAe Case o/* Equal Exponents.
We come now to the case, which has so far been excluded, in which A = k" . We shall find here that the assumption that [^,1 and x\qx\ can be integrated up to the point x = 0 is no longer sufficient.
We will therefore now assume that J[>i|(log xfdx, X'''ki|(log xfdx approach finite limits as e approaches zero. In order to get two independent solutions of (2) we must now write :
Either of these two functions may be used as our first approximation. We will consider these two cases in succession :
(a) We start from the function Y0 x = vx-and compute the functions F, ,, Y2X, Y3X, ■ ■ ■ by means of (3). This gives as before :
*"., =./rk AfAAn2, y;iiX = o; +f:2\v:, where f£\ and f2[ ave given by formulae (4) which now reduce not to (4') but to : /*(') = _ ry-«'k>g:rP dx,
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Let us now restrict the length of the interval Oc by requiring that 1/c = e (the exponential base).
It follows that :
|loga;|=l (OOSc).
We further introduce the two quantities G and M:
C>\A\, C>1, M(x)=f*{C\p,\A-x\qx\}\logx\dx.
We now establish the convergence of the integrals (4") and at the same time prove that Ym. satisfies the following inequalities :
\Y A^{SM(x)}mC'"xRK', \Y'mX\ si {3M(x)}mCm+lxRK'-\ These formulae evidently hold when to = 0.
Let us assume that the integrals (4") converge and that formulae (5') hold when to Si to, -1.
It remains merely to prove that the same is true when to = to, . We have : \Pmj = Iftl l^-ul + l&l I^Vii! = {ZM(xyr^C^x«*-x { C\px\ A-x \qx\}.
From this formula the convergence of (4") when to = to, follows, and we get the inequalities : \Ym¡ x\^{8M(x)r^C'A-w'£{C\px\ A-x ¡ff,|} |kgz|<fa>
and these are the inequalities (5') when to = to, .
Let us now define the functions w , and <p , as follows :
These functions satisfy the inequalities :
\9mX\^{ZM(x)rC-, frml\£{SM(»)}-C-*\ and therefore approach zero with x when to > 0. We will define them as having in this case the value zero, when x = 0.
We will now take c so small that ZM(c)C < 1. Then the inequalities last written show that the series : then yx is a solution of (1) and y'x is its derivative.
(b) We start from the function Y0 2 = y2 and compute YX2, Y22, • • ■ by means of (3). This gives :
where y^ an^ fû\ are giyen DY *ne two integrals in (4").
As in the first part of this section we assume that 1/c = e . Besides the wo quantities C and M there introduced we need here the function :
Nix) = £{G \Pi\ + x kilKlog xYdxHere again we use the method of mathematical induction to prove that the integrals (4") converge, and also to establish the inequalities :
We first show directly that when m = 1 the integrals (4") converge and the formulae (5") hold.
This little piece of computation we will omit for the sake of brevity.
Then we show that if when to = to, -1 the integrals (4") converge and the formulas (5") hold, the same will be true when rn = to,.
The details of this work we also omit as they are almost identical with the work at the corresponding point in the treatment of case (a).
We next let :
Ym 2 = as*' log x fm 2(x), Y'm 2 = z*'-1 log x <pm 2(x), and obtain the inequalities :
Since these inequalities will be merely reinforced by omitting the logarithms, we infer from them at once that when to > 0 : 1{m<Pm2Íx) = lim<Pm2Íx)=°-We will therefore define cpm 2(0) and cpm 2(0) as having the value zero when to > 0. We see also that the series From this point on we can reason as we have done before. Without spending more time on details, which offer nothing new, we will state at once the results to which this section leads :
If k' = k" , equation (1) has two solutions yx and y2 lohich together with their derivatives may be written : yx = x«'Ex(x), y2 = xA log x E2(x), y'x = xK'~l H x(x) , y2 = xK' ' log x H2(x) .
Here Ex(x), E2(x) , Hx(x) , H.,(x) are continuous throughout the interval O^x^c, and Ex(0) = P2(°) = 1. ^"i(0) = &t(0) = A.
The solution y., can be thrown into a different form, which not only exhibits the nature of the function in more detail, but is also closely analogous to the form in which this solution is ordinarily written when the coefficients of (1) are analytic functions.
In order to obtain this form we write :
7/7 = 30 y2 -x/ log x = x"'J2 log x ■ cpn 2(x), m-1 mxsoo yx log x -x"' log x = ar*'V log x ■ cpm x(x).
WÍ--1
The terms of the series on the second sides of these equations are strictly speaking not defined when x = 0. We will however regard them as having the value 0 at this point.
It is then easily shown that each term is continuous throughout the interval 0 ËÉ x = c and that both series are uniformly convergent throughout this interval.
This follows immediately from the inequalities we
